












The Temperament 
God Gave You



You’ve all heard about the 12 
Gates to Heaven

There are 12 different types of 
people; which one are you?



We’re all complex
We need a framework to understand 

ourselves and others better.
A man once said, “There is nothing more 

complex than a woman!” He was wrong. 
Men are every bit as complicated as the 
fairer sex.  We tend to preserve the 
strange notion that a man is open, candid, 
perceptible, and easily understood. That is 
nonsense! Men are just as mysterious as 
women, but they hide their complexity 
behind the impenetrable mask of their 
masculinity.” Tim LaHaye – author and Christian educator



4 temperament types (see the Flag 
Page www.laughyourway.com)



All of us are born with distinct 
personality traits

• We are born with a certain type of 
temperament which remains the same

• There are 4 types and we all are a blend 
of them

• We usually have predominant 
characteristics from 2 of the types

• How we cultivate ourselves forms our 
personality and character, but it is always 
based on our temperament blend



Accept and appreciate yourself
Jesus told us to “Love your neighbour as Yourself.”

and True Father said: 
“Your Parents were the first to be concerned about how you 

looked, and once your mother was satisfied that everything was 
all right she prayed and hoped and did everything for you. Now 
that you are fully grown what right do you have to complain 
about the way you look?....If you keep your mind beautiful as 
you grow old, then your body will improve, becoming more and 
more beautiful…

“If you don’t like yourself, do you think someone else will like you?  
Each person is his or her own best friend; so you must like 
yourself in order for others to like you….When you feel 
contented within yourself then you will become very generous.  
From early morning to evening see everyone in a positive way 

and never resent people.” Let Us be Grateful 6.18.1978



Then you’ll be better able to accept 
and appreciate the uniqueness of 

your spouse.

If you come to understand yourself better 
and your spouse, and stop trying to 
change them ( make them like you….), 
and love them as God does, you both will 
be a lot happier.  

Celebrate the uniqueness of each other!!!!



One way you can have a look 
and at the 4 basic 

temperaments is Tim 
LaHaye’s program.

Sanguine (fun), Choleric (control), 
Melancholy (perfect) & Phlegmatic (peace)



Qualities of the 4 basic Temperaments

Control
“Get it done”

Perfect
“Get it right”



Fun
“Have fun”

Peace
“Get Along”



12 gates to the Kingdom of Heaven
12 blends of the temperaments

1. Fun/peace
2. Fun/control
3. Fun/perfect
4. Control/fun
5. Control/peace
6. Control/perfect

7. Peace/fun
8. Peace/control
9. Peace/perfect
10. Perfect/fun
11. Perfect/control
12. Perfect/peace



strengths and weaknesses of the 4 Basic 
Temperaments:  sanguine (FUN), choleric 
(CONTROL), melancholy (PERFECT)                                
and phlegmatic (PEACE)

Have fun!   Get it done!

Get it right!                                    Ge t Along!



4 ‘countries’ of the  “The Flag Page”----
www.laughyourway.com*

4 Temperaments described in------
www.timlahaye.com*

------- Art and Lorraine Bennett’ Book

*online assessments you can purchase                             
or do the simple assessment ( card game ) with

me later



So, you are a marvellous and 
wonderful creation – an individual and 
unique truth body which God dearly 

loves!



remember, different is good



Thank you for listening!


